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The Commando Squad of the Amaterasu is the most 
feared of the Dragon’s Fury conventional infantry 
forces.  Staffed, like all Amaterasu units, entirely 
by women, the Commandos are experts in stealth and 
nighttime combat, martial arts, swordplay, and small 
arms. Their armor, an ablative adaptation of the 
conventional DEST “ninja” combat gear, comes complete 
with sophisticated wraparound-vision helmets, making 
them impossible to surprise. The KA-47 Subgun used 
by this Squad is outranged by the standard automatic 
rifles used by most infantry forces, but the high 
rate of fire allows the Amaterasu commando to spread 
lethal fire over a wider area.
  Amaterasu Commandos expect and grant no quarter in 
combat, and are ruthless to the extreme. They only 
take prisoners when their superiors order them to do 
so, and never allow themselves to be captured.
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Pillar One is the name given to the O5P’s elite 
Raiden Battle Armor platoon, in recognition of 
the fact that the warriors, not the machines, are 
paramount to the strength of the Dragon’s Fury. 
  Pillar One is a finely honed team of battle 
troops, equipped with an improved variant of the 
standard Raiden battlesuit. Like the conventional 
Raiden armor, the suits used by Pillar One feature 
a reflective armor allowing them to advance using 
their jump jets and remain virtually undamaged by 
hostile energy-weapons fire.
  The members of Pillar One are experts in battle-
armored combat — they wear their suits the way 
conventional troops wear fatigues. Pillar One moves 
faster, fights harder, and delivers more accurate 
fire than any other Raiden squad on the field today.
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Tamara’s Rangers are commanded by Tai-i Tamara 
Skedjil, a woman known for her remarkably fanatical 
hatred of all things Davion and for her penchant for 
personally leading her troops into combat. The fact 
that the Rangers use the Davion-made Hauberk battle 
armor is nothing short of miraculous. To reconcile her 
hatred of the people with her use of their tools of 
warfare, Tamara has told her troops that killing those 
sworn to the Federated Suns with their own weapons is 
the kind of bleak irony that they deserve.
  In battle, Tamara’s Rangers fight with almost 
fanatical ferocity. Driven by a need to inflict the 
maximum number of casualties, Tamara often leads her 
Rangers against enemy formations where conventional 
infantry are most concentrated. This tactic has earned 
the Rangers one of the highest kill counts in the 
Amaterasu — a regiment already known for its brutality.
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Battle Armor

The Kagemusha specialize in commando-style 
operations against BattleMechs and conventional 
vehicle forces. These elite warriors use ECM-
enhanced Kage Battle Armor, making them fast and 
evasive in battle.
  The Kagemusha are commanded and trained by 
Tai-i Shiro Illyanovich, a master of the ninjitsu 
and kenjutsu forms of martial arts. The Kagemusha 
have absorbed some of his mastery of stealth 
techniques and evasive maneuvering to such a 
degree that these troops can avoid incoming fire 
far better than other elite Kage squads.
  The Kagemusha’s bravery and skills enable them 
to close with some of the most dangerous prey on 
the battlefield, making these warriors a valued 
addition to the Dragon’s Fury.
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